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INTRODUCTION1

The parable of Luke 16:1-13 may strike us in several possible
ways. In it we see a servant who has not only reflected a lack of loyalty,
but also dishonesty. He is described as the “steward” of a rich man.
According to H. Leo Boles,2 in this position, the man was responsible
for looking after the estate, keeping the household stores and dispens-
ing them as needed. Instead of carrying out his responsibilities, he was
accused of wasting his master’s goods. We are not otherwise told how
he had misused his master’s goods. When called by his master to give
an account, there is no indication that he made any denial or offered an
excuse. He was informed that if he could not provide an adequate
explanation, he would no longer be the steward. At least he was honest
with himself and in his own mind did not make an effort to justify his
actions. We see his thought process as he reasons with himself. He did
not consider himself suitable for physical labor such as digging, and he
was ashamed to beg. It was not that either of these choices was not a
possibility, but certainly not something desired.

At various times the economy takes a downward trend and many
fine people, who are good workers, find themselves without employ-
ment. They may hold several college degrees, have always held
responsible positions that did not involve physical labor, and are
possibly 40 or 50 years old. They might feel much the same way about
the possible means of earning a living. They are not physically fit for
doing manual labor for a living, and they are too proud to beg.
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In this steward, we see something of his mental nature that most
likely goes hand in hand with the dishonesty he had already demon-
strated. This would probably never have crossed the mind of an honest
man. Clearly, he chose a course of action that would endear him to
others and offer the potential of doors of opportunity being opened,
once he was no longer a steward. He contacted his master’s debtors and
determined the amount that each owed. He then instructed each to
change what was rightfully owed to a lesser amount. In this, we can get
something of a glimpse of the character of the debtors. From every
indication the steward reasoned that these men would be receptive to
such a suggestion, and he was bold enough to make the offer. At that
moment, he apparently was still in the position of steward and had the
authority to act as an agent of his master. Even if we consider the
debtors to be completely innocent, the very nature of the steward’s
proposal suggests that something is not quite right. Here is a debt that
is rightfully owed, and you are being asked to greatly reduce the
amount owed with nothing asked in return. The very nature of the
request is sufficient to cause the debtors to have doubts and ask why the
debt was being reduced.

As the parable continues, we are not told how the debtors reacted
when told to reduce the amount owed. One thing is clear. That is, the
master became aware of what was done by the steward. It is unlikely
that the steward told him. One might surmise that some accounting was
done, one or more of the debtors may have told the master, or rumors
may have spread. In any event, the master became aware of what the
steward was doing. We are not told the outcome, but surely the
relationship between the rich man and his steward was severed. The
steward might have been thrown into prison. Although it might have
been interesting to have greater details included in the parable, they are
not necessary for the lesson being presented.

The parable concludes with the rich man commending the unjust
steward because he had done wisely. This does not suggest that the
actions of the steward pleased the rich man, or that it saved the man
from any punitive consequences. After all, if the steward was being
asked for an accounting with the threat of being removed as the
steward, it is beyond reason, at this point, for him to be praised and
retained as steward for dishonest conduct which was detrimental to the
rich man in the very area in which the steward had responsibility.
Under normal conditions, the commendation seems out of place. In
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view of the total picture, it should not be considered that the master was
pleased with the steward. If anything, the conduct of the steward
merely confirmed the accusation and no further accounting, explanation
or proof was needed. So, why was there a commendation by the rich
man? It was simply the fact that under the circumstances, the steward
had acted with wisdom. He knew he could not satisfactorily explain his
conduct and that within a short time he would no longer be a steward.
He needed a new position and others, knowing of why he was dis-
missed, were not likely to trust or employ him. Not being suitable for
physical labor and too proud to beg, where could he turn? A possibility
was to create a favorable situation among those with whom he had
dealings, and who would be more likely than those who were indebted
to his master? Surely, they would be pleased to have their indebtedness
greatly reduced, and they may have been on more friendly terms with
the steward than they were with his master. If they went along with his
proposal, they would owe him a debt of gratitude that could open doors
of opportunity. We have heard the expression: “When the world hands
you a lemon, make lemonade.” It is probably much easier said than
done. You make the best of a bad situation and try to turn it to your
favor. As dishonest as it was, that is exactly what the steward did. He
is not commended for what he did, but for the wisdom he exercised
under the circumstances.

BODY

Who Is The “Lord” In Verse 8?

The individual identified in verse 8 as the “lord” is spoken of in
verse 1 as a certain rich man. As far as the parable goes, the word
“lord,” as used at this point, is referring to the same individual and does
not have a spiritual or deity connotation. It is only as we consider the
lesson contained in the parable that we see who is being represented.
The rich man or lord in the parable no doubt represents God. In many
respects this parable is like others, such as the one in Matthew 25:14-
30. In that parable, the man who was going on a journey called his
servants and delivered to them his goods with the expectation that they
would invest what they had received and make a profit for him. When
he returned, he obtained an accounting and dealt with each according
to how they had carried out their responsibilities. In each instance, there
seems little doubt that we are getting a pictorial description of God’s
relationship with man. Following the parable in Matthew 25 is a vivid
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picture of the judgment scene. What we are seeing in Luke 16 is a
different view of the master-servant relationship and most assuredly not
an approval of misconduct/sin.

Who Are The Children Of This World
And What Does That Mean?

The identity of “the children of this world” might be considered
from more than one aspect. Generally speaking, they could be classed
as those who are not Christians and thus, those of the dark versus those
in the light, those saved versus those not saved, those spiritual versus
those who are not spiritual. Another possibility is that it relates to those
whose thoughts and ambitions relate to this world. Regrettably, this
could also embrace some who are Christians. Their thoughts, desires
and ambitions are not directed towards pleasing their Master, Who is
God.

In the same verse, “the children of this world” are placed in
opposition to “the children of light.” The children of light must be those
who are faithful, obedient servants of God. We note in verse 1 that
Jesus spoke this parable to His disciples. It was not directed to those,
such as the scribes and Pharisees, who constantly opposed Him. His
disciples were those who were His followers, and no doubt it was
expected that they learn a lesson from this parable. Thus, the children
of the world/dark are especially those whose concerns are for this
world, while the children of light are the children of God/Christians (It
might even embrace those who claim to be followers/disciples of
Christ, but who walk in error). The children of the world can easily be
wiser in their earthly pursuits than those who claim to be followers of
Christ, but who do not serve Him with the same attitude and diligence
as those who seek earthly goals.

In What Way Are The Children Of This World
Wiser Than The Children Of Light?

Clearly, the children of this world are not wiser than the children
of light in all matters. If they were, they would not be children of this
world. They would be children of light and live so as to please God. It
might assist us in determining the answer to take note of what James
wrote regarding wisdom after speaking about the use of the tongue for
both good and evil. He wrote:

Who is a wise man and endued with knowledge among you? let
him shew out of a good conversation his works with meekness
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of wisdom. But if ye have bitter envying and strife in your
hearts, glory not, and lie not against the truth. This wisdom
descendeth not from above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish. For
where envying and strife is, there is confusion and every evil
work. But the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then
peaceable, gentle, and easy to be intreated, full of mercy and
good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy. And the
fruit of righteousness is sown in peace of them that make peace
(Jas. 3:13-18).

Here, we see a clear indication that there are at least two types of
wisdom; one is from above and spiritual in nature, and the other is of
an earthly nature. Without a doubt, anything that is sinful in nature is
earthly, and it should be particularly recognized when it reflects such
characteristics as envy and strife. The wisdom from above is com-
pletely opposite. At the same time, we should be aware that we may not
always readily see the difference between the two forms of wisdom.
We need to stop and take a closer look at our lives and personal
interests.

In Matthew 6:21, Jesus said: “For where your treasure is, there will
your heart be also.” He had just warned against laying up treasures on
earth that rust and can be stolen. Instead, He admonished that we
should lay up treasures in heaven that do not decay and cannot be
stolen. This is another way of contrasting earthy wisdom with heavenly
wisdom. We may basically be honest people who are good, hardwork-
ing parents, neighbors and citizens. We may not have the slightest
desire to be rich, powerful, or famous. However, all of our dreams are
tied to things of this earth. You may be happy as a lark to just lean back
in an easy chair and watch TV while the rest of the world goes by. That
may be just fine as far as this earthly life is concerned as you are
getting just what you want, but you are not laying up any treasures in
heaven. It reflects earthly wisdom just as much as others who are
working as hard as they can for all of the fame and fortune they can lay
their hands on. That is where their heart is, and it all relates to the
earthly life and provides absolutely no preparation for life after death.

Who Are Those Included In The Word “Generation” In Verse 8?

At first glance it might appear that Jesus’ statement relates to only
the generation He was addressing, but such does not appear to be the
case. Rather, He seems to address the children of this world versus the
children of light in any generation, as in verse 8, He states: “... for the
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children of this world are in their generation wiser than the children of
light." The American Standard Version renders it, "their own genera-
tion." Even without such an indication, it should be readily seen that
such attitudes have existed in every generation. Men may change in
some ways, but their basic attitudes have remained the same throughout
history, regardless of language and cultural differences. That is one
good reason why the Word of God never goes out of date.

What Are Some Of The Lessons The Children Of Light Can Learn
From The Unjust Steward?

There are probably many more lessons to be learned than we might
readily observe. In the hereafter, we will probably be amazed at the
great depth of the Scriptures. Even the brightest and most ardent
student of the Bible will probably have only scratched the surface of
what is there to be learned. It is only natural that we learn at the feet of
others, starting with our parents and siblings. Many of our best
instructors are those with great “hands on” experience in the field of
study. If we are going to study the ways of criminals, where is a better
place to start than with those who are or have been criminals? What are
the skills used by those who successfully break and enter, counterfeit
money, illegally open safes, et cetera? Where can we better learn than
from those who know their trade? In a like manner, the children of light
may learn from the children of the world. That is not to say that they
are to become like the children of the world, but that they have
something to teach the children of light.

Illustrations, possibly as good as any, are those of individuals who
have come out of the world and had to make great changes in their
lifestyle, or those who have come out of denominations. They may
have a better appreciation of what it means to be a Christian as God
intends, and of Truth versus error. However, what might be something
to be learned from the conduct and attitude of the unjust steward, and
others of that nature, that is applicable to the life of a Christian?

The steward was looking out for what he considered was best for
him. Although we do not know exactly what he was doing that brought
about the accusation that he was wasting his master’s goods, it was
apparently what he wanted to do, and it furthered his goals. If our
hearts are on those things that are spiritual, and we are desirous of
being a faithful servant of God, then that is our goal or aim in life. In
the process, we will be doing what is best for us while we are on earth,
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and we will be making preparation for our eternal home. Too many
Christians are not giving that type of attention to their lives. For all
practical purposes they are straddling the fence, and if caught in the
position of the unjust steward, they would not know which way to
jump.

The steward saw the difficult situation he was in, even though it
was of his own creation. He knew that he was going to be required to
give an accounting of all that had been placed in his keeping, and he
knew his master was not going to be pleased. He clearly began to
explore his options. There did not appear to be all that many, and most
of what he saw was not acceptable or realistic. The one that he saw was
no more just than his conduct that put him in the predicament, but it did
no more than add a bit more to the troubles he already had. At the same
time, there was the potential of finding a safe haven among those he
was benefitting. If they accepted his offer, they were all in it together.
What more was there to lose than was going to happen if he did
nothing? It was worth the gamble.

How many people, in their spiritual lives, are looking ahead and
evaluating the consequences of their past actions, and making a
decision as to their best course of action to salvage what they can?
Christians, even at their best are far less than perfect. If at this very
moment we had to suddenly stand before God and give an account for
our lives, would it be satisfactory? God has placed certain things in our
hands. It may include good health, above average intelligence, certain
talents, various opportunities, physical assets, living in a free society,
good Christian parents, et cetera. What have we done with all that He
has handed to us to look after and use on His behalf? Like the rich man,
God already knows, and He will be asking us to give Him an account-
ing. Will we be forced to say something like: “I am not sure where it all
went, but to be honest, I think I used most of my life for myself and
what I wanted?” If so, does that not sound like the expected response
from the steward? However, the steward did not stop at the point where
he knew that he must give an accounting. He was looking for a way out
of big trouble, and he wanted to make arrangements before the roof fell
in on him.

Again, consider what may apply to many Christians. The evalua-
tion of the seven churches recorded in Revelation 2-3 can very likely
apply to the general spiritual condition of churches of the Lord down
through the ages. The Lord was not pleased with most of them and their
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problems covered a wide range. Clearly, some of them thought
everything was just fine when it was far from it. The steward had his
eyes wide open. He knew exactly what he had done, the nature of the
accusation against him, that he could not justify his conduct, and what
he could expect from his master. This prompted him to evaluate his
options and take a definite course of action that he thought would be
the best for him. Christians, of all people, should know what God
expects of them, what they have done that is pleasing or not pleasing,
and select the best course of action. This means that they see their sins
for just what they are; they know the conduct is not pleasing to God,
their master, and they take the best course of action, which is to repent
and do the works that He expects of them. A look at many congrega-
tions may lead you to believe that many Christians have their eyes and
ears closed. They do not seem to recognize or admit that they are
spiritually lukewarm, spiritually dead, have left their first love, or are
departing from the Truth.

In the day to day places of work, it is not uncommon for periodic
evaluations to be made of employees. For the good employee who is
beginning to slip, it is a time to get him back on the right track, and the
results are usually very satisfactory. However, a variety of reactions
may come from others. Some will take great offense and be angry,
others will place the blame on management or fellow workers, and with
others it will pass over them as if they neither heard nor understood
anything that was said. It can easily be the same in our relationship with
God.

Consider what might be prudent in everyday affairs for what we
might like to think of as the average ordinary adult. As such, they have
average intelligence, average income, and average expenses. What
might be reasonably expected of their handling of their daily affairs?
Here is a list of what might be expected, with the realization that it will
not apply to everyone, but they will probably wish that it did:

1. They will live within their income.

2. They will pay their bills on time.

3. They will regularly put aside funds for retirement and a rainy
day.

4. They will be honest and dependable in carrying out their
responsibilities.

5. They will seek to improve themselves and their lot in life.
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Other factors might be added, but those are sufficient to provide the
basic concept. Even if one does not live according to these principles,
he will very likely agree that they are desirable traits to possess. Then,
stop and realize that we are thinking about our day to day lives on this
earth that can come to an end at any time. Many individuals who are
not Christians live (or desire to live) according to these ideals.

Often little children are asked what they want to be when they grow
up. Both, the one asking the question and the child, are likely to be
thinking of an earthly vocation. At a young age, the answer may be a
“cowboy” or “nurse.” As they grow older, they may start seriously
thinking of what they want to do with their life, and, even then, they are
generally thinking of an earthly work, as most will need to earn a
living. If they cannot make a real decision, their plans can easily
include a college education. Even after entering the work force, many
career fields require additional yearly training so as to remain current.

Lifetimes are spent in seeking a good life on earth, not to mention
those who purposely are seeking power, fame and/or fortune. How
many would obtain college degrees if it were solely for the purpose of
being better educated? At least in the back of the mind is likely the
thought that the additional education will enable one to have a better
status in life with a higher income, a better home, opportunities, et
cetera. It may not come to pass or bring happiness. One may not live
long enough to enjoy the fruits of his labors. How much of what is
achieved will one be able to take with them beyond the grave?
Everyone knows the answer. We brought nothing with us when we
entered this life, and we will take nothing with us when we leave.

Efforts to make the most of our earthly lives can easily be taken for
granted. Most parents want their children to do well in everything they
undertake. We want them to get a good education, have a good
profession, have a good marriage, a good home, a good bank account,
et cetera. In other words, obtain all of the comforts and riches this
world has to offer. Those who really make the effort are likely to be
successful because that was their goal. Does this teach us anything of
the wisdom of those of the world in contrast to those who belong to
Christ? Are those of the world wiser because they more clearly see
what they want, and the effort needed to achieve their goal?

The steward was prudent even if he was a failure and possibly
dishonest as a steward. He was doing his best to make provision for the
time when he lost his position. Employees who can see a pink slip on
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the horizon, whether or not they have been a good employee, will start
making efforts to find new employment. Frequently, one of the best
sources is the contacts that have been made through their existing
position. Friends and those who owe you favors are often stepping
stones to a new position. Keep in mind that Jesus was speaking to His
disciples. How prudent are Christians in looking after their spiritual
affairs as compared to those of the world in looking after their earthly
affairs? Even closer to home might be the question of whether
Christians give as much consideration to looking after their spiritual
life as they do after their earthly life? How many Christians might boast
about how few sick days they have taken, how many hours they have
worked overtime and the bonuses and awards they have received on
their earthly job, but can readily miss worship services and be reluctant
to accept church related responsibilities? If one is fortunate enough to
reach a ripe old age, he most likely is going to be looking back at his
earthly achievements. The dedicated Christian, though not able to do
all that he had in the past, will still be looking to the future. It is
understandable that Jesus said to seek first the kingdom of God (Mt.
6:33). It is not that the children of the world are headed in the right
direction. However, in knowing what they want, and in their seeking
the best means possible and making the most effort to achieve their
goals, they are on the whole wiser than the people of God. That is a sad
commentary, but every indication is that it is true. How frequently do
we see the Sunday morning attendance drop on Sunday evening, and
drop even further when there is a mid-week Bible study? When there
is a request for volunteers, what percentage of the members respond?
How frequently might it be correctly said that 90 percent of the work
of a congregation is done by 10 percent of its members, and it is the
same members over and over again. Of those who are not actively
involved in the Lord’s work, how many are earnestly devoting their
time, talents and assets to matters that relate to this world?

LESSONS TO BE LEARNED

Much of what has already been discussed can easily be seen as
lessons to be learned. However, it might be beneficial to consider some
actual situations in which we might find that we could easily be seen as
one of the parties.

There are some who are inclined to look upon those of the legal
profession with a bit of skepticism, unless, of course, it is the attorney
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who is representing them. Unless one is around courts and otherwise
see attorneys in the practice of their profession, they may not take
notice. Should you have the opportunity to observe, you are likely to
note that attorneys may oppose one another with great vim and vigor,
and then be seen with one another on very friendly terms. There is a
good reason for this, and it is not really an oddity or something that
relates only to the legal profession. It is a matter of separating the
individual from the issue in controversy.

Some years ago, this writer attended what in essence was a
lectureship at a university. There were several speakers each hour at
different locations on the campus. One that I happened to attend was
held in a good size auditorium. Shortly after the speaker began his
presentation, he told how that in driving to the university he had passed
through several states and one of his days of travel fell on a Sunday. He
stopped for services at what apparently was a congregation of the Lord
in a country area. The speaker then began to describe the preacher at
that congregation. He started by making fun of the man’s haircut and
then of his attire. After ridiculing the preacher’s outward appearance,
the speaker then started to speak unfavorably about the preacher’s
sermon topic, which was the Lord’s glorious church. I cannot recall
whether any mention was made of Ephesians 5:27, but in that verse
Paul does speak of the glorious church. If the preacher was teaching
error, it might have readily been addressed without reference to the
appearance of the individual. It would seem that the unfavorable
comments about the man’s appearance were to set the stage for the
comments about his lesson. If an unfavorable impression of the
individual has already set the stage, then it is much easier to sell the
thought that his message was also unfavorable.

Back to the relationship of attorneys. If their basic debate is about
facts and law, they can argue for hours or days and still maintain a good
personal relationship. In many instances, they are merely trying to
make the best presentation possible in the representation of their client.
This may or may not represent their personal beliefs. In a criminal case
the defending attorney may know that his client is guilty as charged.
Even so, he will expect the prosecution to prove its case, and he will
make the best possible defense on behalf of the accused. This does not
mean that the defense counsel will lie or do anything that might be
considered, “shady.” Under such conditions, cases can proceed without
the personalities or appearance of an attorney ever becoming involved.
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Each side is representing his side of the case to the best of their ability.
It might be much like playing a game or some sport where everyone
plays fair and by the rules. Someone will lose, but they can shake hands
and walk away without any animosity and as friends.

Let us return to the discussion of the conduct of some of our
brethren, who should be examples of Christian conduct to the brother-
hood, those in the denominational world, and the world in general.
Time and again, we can see those who fill the pulpits, and others in
positions of spiritual leadership, speaking and writing about their
brethren by attacking the individual instead of the issue being opposed.
It is one thing to state a belief that one has spoken error and then to
point out the nature of that error. It is entirely another matter when all
forms of derogatory language are directed at the person they oppose
and then to go on to spread those comments throughout the brother-
hood. It is easy to discuss disagreements with another when our
comments relate only to the topic under consideration. Personalities and
character do not enter into the discussion. Very few will agree on
literally everything, but when these differences are handled in a
Christian manner, they do not necessarily harm a relationship. There
may be some point in which we may not be able to fellowship another
because of those differences, but even then it can be done with a proper
attitude toward one another.

When personalities become involved, the bridges between the
parties can easily be destroyed. One may start the process, and the other
may respond in like manner. If not, they may be inclined to decide that
they want nothing to do with such an individual, if that is what they
think about them. Most can readily go back to one who does not always
agree with them and discuss any topic when personalities do not
become involved. How many really want anything to do with a person
who immediately attacks them?

Attorneys are not the only individuals who provide an example, but
it is a clear contrast in the wisdom of the world versus what we often
see in the wisdom of those who are Christians. We have possibly seen
something of the same nature with neighbors and in work places. Many
probably have neighbors with whom, if a difference arose, you can
easily go to them, and it can be discussed without any ill feeling. There
would be no name calling or spreading gossip in the neighborhood. On
the job, more often than not, we are likely to find that differences do
arise with fellow workers and supervisors. It is not uncommon to be
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able to calmly and rationally discuss the issues and reach a resolution.
It may not always be what you or others desired, but, normally,
everyone returns to work, and there are no ill feelings. Likely there are
several reasons. There is a job to be done and thoughts are focused on
that goal, even if there are differences as to how it is to be achieved.
Also, usually personalities do not become involved. Individuals are not
called “liars,” “stupid” and other such terms. In fact, whether on
purpose or otherwise, an effort is likely made to keep everyone in a
positive frame of mind. Too often in the church we see exactly the
opposite. The church has the truth on how to live in our relationship
with both God and man, but far too often the world can set a better
example of how to put it into practice. Companies will go to great
effort and expense to generate the proper work environment and good
management because it is good business. Do we see the same thing in
the church?

In another situation, the base where this writer was assigned was
receiving complaints from a number of personnel regarding treatment
from an automobile dealership in the area. As the senior legal officer,
I discussed the matter with the installation commander. Ultimately, we
made contact with the owner of the dealership and invited him to meet
with us to discuss the issue. He accepted the invitation. His initial
comment was that, at first, it made him angry. However, as he thought
about the situation, he realized that he was in business to sell and
service automobiles. To do so, it was important for him to have a good
reputation and a good relationship with his customers. He invited the
installation commander and me to visit the dealership, which we did.
During the visit we were given a complete tour of the facility. How-
ever, what was most important were his comments at the conclusion of
our visit. He told us that with any future complaints, he would like for
us to investigate them, and he would go along with any decision we
made as to how any issues should be resolved. We never received any
more complaints about that dealership while I was at that base.

I knew nothing of the character of the owner of the car dealership.
Whatever his character, was he exercising good wisdom? Surely, the
answer is “Yes!” Why was he able to do so? He was able to put his
initial reaction aside and focus on his basic goal. He was in business to
make money through the sale and servicing of automobiles. The
greatest success could come only if he provided a good, honest service
and maintained a good relationship with his customers. Apparently, it
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did not take him very long to decide on a course of action that would
best help him reach his goals. It also took a measure of trust on his part
to place the resolution of any complaints in the hands of those who
where raising the issue.

In some respects, this might remind us of an event in the early
church, recorded in Acts 6, when there was a complaint that the
Grecian widows were being neglected. The congregation was asked to
select men to look after the matter. The names of at least some of those
selected appear to be Grecians. How many Christians will react in the
same manner today? In 1 Corinthians 6, the apostle Paul addresses the
problem of Christians going to law with one another and that before
judges who are not Christians. In spite of such teaching, and the
abundance of instruction on Christian living, Christians engage in all
forms of misconduct and legal action against one another. What is our
problem when such is the case? In 1 Corinthians 3, Paul said their
problem was that they still acted like the world. Even so, those of the
world may often show greater wisdom than those of the church. This
can easily occur when they clearly have a goal, are clearly focused on
it, and are diligently working to achieve that goal. In that respect, they
are far wiser than Christians who do not reflect the same attitude and
effort.

CONCLUSION

Chances are that most of us know far more about the Scriptures
than we put into practice. We are likely to be caught up too much in the
daily affairs of the world and fail to recognize how far short we fall
from the standard set by God. The world may exercise greater wisdom
and effort in seeking those things that will perish with this earth than
Christians do in preparing for eternal life. To make it worse, those who
are earthly may never achieve their goal(s) and may lose all that they
may gain, while faithful Christians can achieve their goal, and it will
not be lost either on earth or in eternity. We would do well to heed the
plain and simple words:

But be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving
your own selves. For if any be a hearer of the word, and not a
doer, he is like unto a man beholding his natural face in a glass:
For he beholdeth himself, and goeth his way, and straightway
forgetteth what manner of man he was. But whoso looketh into
the perfect law of liberty, and continueth therein, he being not a
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forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work, this man shall be blessed
in his deed (Jas. 1:22-25).

Let us not forget that the words of the parable in Luke 16:1-13
were spoken by Jesus to His disciples. It will be sad enough for a
Christian to find on the day of judgment that he is eternally lost.
However, it will be an even greater shame to learn that he failed to
exercise the same wisdom as those of the world. He knew it was a time
intended to prepare for eternity, but that time was wasted on those
things that were very temporary at best.

ENDNOTES
1 All Scripture references are taken from the King James Version unless
otherwise noted.
2 H. Leo Boles, New Testament Commentaries, “Luke” (Nashville, TN:
Gospel Advocate Co., 1940), 309.
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